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Olive Oil Living Lab Database
The Olive Oil Living Lab Database is a web application for monitoring the Olive Oil Producers that
participate in Aristoil project. Only registered users have access to this database.
The database contains information about:
‐

producers personal and contact data

‐

descriptive characteristics of orchards and interventions in orchards cultivation

‐

samples archive with descriptive characteristics and sample analysis results (phenolic,
chemical, organoleptic, etc.)

(a) Olive Oil Living Lab Database directory:
http://www.efxini.gr/aristoil_sm/public/login

(b) Registered users are:
1. Administrator, who is in charge of database maintenance, personal data privacy, registration of
users (access rights). The Administrator has access in all database content.
2. Country administrator, who is in charge of personal data privacy, producers’ registration,
producers’ unique personal code appointment, proper database operation. The Country database
administrator has access rights in Producers, Orchards, and Samples data per country level.
3. Region administrator (if applicable), who is in charge of entering and updating data of Orchards
and Samples (descriptive data), of facilitating the producers to properly fill‐in the Samples file. The
Region administrator has access in Orchards archive in his/her region.
4. Municipality user, (if applicable), has the same access rights as the Region administrator at
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municipality level.
5. Laboratory user, who is in charge of sample analysis results recording in database. The Laboratory
administrator has access rights in Samples archive.
6. Laboratory manager, who is in charge of monitoring and updating the sample analysis results at
country level. The Laboratory manager has access rights in Orchards and Samples archive at country
level.
7. Scientific supervisor, who has access rights in Orchards and Samples archive.
8. Producer user, who is in charge of monitoring and updating his/her personal archive and data. The
producer has access rights in his/her personal Orchards and Samples archive.

(c) Access to Olive Oil Living Lab Database
Usage of the database requires sign‐in (User‐ID and Password).
a. Registered users No 2‐7: The administrator provides User‐ID and Password upon request.
b. Registered user No 8: The producer signs‐in automatically in database.
As User‐ID the producer uses six letters in Latin alphabet: the first three letters of his/her name and
the first three letters of his/her surname (eg. the producer NIKOLAOS KRIMNIANIOTIS has the User‐
ID NIKKRI (attention in capital letters!).
As password the producer uses his/her Unique Personal Code (eg. EL00128).
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